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Petrarch The Canzoniere Or Rerum Vulgarium
Fragmenta
This entirely new translation includes Petrarch's short autobiographical prose works,
The Letter to Posterity and The Ascent of Mount Ventoux, and a selection of twentyseven poems from the Canzoniere, Petrarch's best-known work in Italian.
Examination of the chronology of the poems of Part 1 of Petrarch's
Canzoniereconsidered with reference to the Catastrophe Theory.
"Mark Musa, in editing and translating Petrarch’s Canzoniere, has performed a
wonderful service to the English-speaking reader. Here, in one volume, are included the
poet’s own selection of the best lyric verse he wrote throughout his life, accompanied
by brief but useful notes... " —Chronicles "As well as skillful and fluent verse renderings
of the 366 lyrics that make up this milestone in the development of Western poetic
tradition, Musa offers copious and up-to-date annotation to each poem... along with a
substantial, sensitive, and intelligent introduction that is genuinely helpful for the firsttime reader and thought provoking for Petrarch scholars and other medievalists."
—Choice The 366 poems of Petrarch’s Canzoniere represent one of the most influential
works in Western literature. Varied in form, style, and subject matter, these "scattered
rhymes" contains metaphors and conceits that have been absorbed into the literature
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and language of love. In this bilingual edition, Mark Musa provides verse translations,
annotations, and an introduction co-authored with Barbara Manfredi.
This Encyclopedia gathers together the most recent scholarship on Medieval Italy, while
offering a sweeping view of all aspects of life in Italy during the Middle Ages. This two
volume, illustrated, A-Z reference is a cross-disciplinary resource for information on
literature, history, the arts, science, philosophy, and religion in Italy between A.D. 450
and 1375. For more information including the introduction, a full list of entries and
contributors, a generous selection of sample pages, and more, visit the Medieval Italy:
An Encyclopedia website.
The early modern and modern cultural world in the West would be unthinkable without
Petrarch and Boccaccio. Despite this fact, there is still no scholarly contribution entirely
devoted to analysing their intellectual revolution. Internationally renowned scholars are
invited to discuss and rethink the historical, intellectual, and literary roles of Petrarch
and Boccaccio between the great model of Dante’s encyclopedia and the ideas of a
double or multifaceted culture in the era of Italian Renaissance Humanism. In his lyrical
poems and Latin treatises, Petrarch created a cultural pattern that was both Christian
and Classical, exercising immense influence on the Western World in the centuries to
come. Boccaccio translated this pattern into his own vernacular narratives and erudite
works, ultimately claiming as his own achievement the reconstructed unity of the
Ancient Greek and Latin world in his contemporary age. The volume reconsiders
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Petrarch’s and Boccaccio’s heritages from different perspectives (philosophy,
theology, history, philology, paleography, literature, theory), and investigates how these
heritages shaped the cultural transition between the end of the Middle Ages and the
early modern era, as well as European identity.
This book brings together, in a novel and exciting combination, three authors who have
written movingly about mourning: two medieval Italian poets, Dante Alighieri and
Francesco Petrarca, and one early twentieth-century French novelist, Marcel Proust.
Each of these authors, through their respective narratives of bereavement, grapples
with the challenge of how to write adequately about the deeply personal and painful
experience of grief. In Jennifer Rushworth's analysis, discourses of mourning emerge
as caught between the twin, conflicting demands of a comforting, readable, shared
generality and a silent, solitary respect for the uniqueness of any and every experience
of loss. Rushworth explores a variety of major questions in the book, including: what
type of language is appropriate to mourning? What effect does mourning have on
language? Why and how has the Orpheus myth been so influential on discourses of
mourning across different time periods and languages? Might the form of mourning
described in a text and the form of closure achieved by that same text be mutually
formative and sustaining? In this way, discussion of the literary representation of
mourning extends to embrace topics such as the medieval sin of acedia, the proper
name, memory, literary epiphanies, the image of the book, and the concept of writing as
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promise. In addition to the three primary authors, Rushworth draws extensively on the
writings of Sigmund Freud, Julia Kristeva, Jacques Derrida, and Roland Barthes. These
rich and diverse psychoanalytical and French theoretical traditions provide
terminological nuance and frameworks for comparison, particularly in relation to the
complex term melancholia.
A consideration of Petrarch's influence on, and appearance in, French texts - and in
particular, his appropriation by the Avignonese.
"Mark Musa, in editing and translating Petrarch's Canzoniere, has performed a
wonderful service to the English-speaking reader. Here, in one volume, are included the
poet's own selection of the best lyric verse he wrote throughout his life, accompanied
by brief but useful notes... " —Chronicles "As well as skillful and fluent verse renderings
of the 366 lyrics that make up this milestone in the development of Western poetic
tradition, Musa offers copious and up-to-date annotation to each poem... along with a
substantial, sensitive, and intelligent introduction that is genuinely helpful for the firsttime reader and thought provoking for Petrarch scholars and other medievalists."
—Choice The 366 poems of Petrarch's Canzoniere represent one of the most influential
works in Western literature. Varied in form, style, and subject matter, these "scattered
rhymes" contains metaphors and conceits that have been absorbed into the literature
and language of love. In this bilingual edition, Mark Musa provides verse translations,
annotations, and an introduction co-authored with Barbara Manfredi.
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As the 'father' of the English literary canon, one of a very few writers to appear in
every 'great books' syllabus, Chaucer is seen as an author whose works are
fundamentally timeless: an author who, like Shakespeare, exemplifies the almost
magical power of poetry to appeal to each generation of readers. Every age
remakes its own Chaucer, developing new understandings of how his poetry
intersects with contemporary ways of seeing the world, and the place of the
subject who lives in it. This Handbook comprises a series of essays by
established scholars and emerging voices that address Chaucer's poetry in the
context of several disciplines, including late medieval philosophy and science,
Mediterranean Studies, comparative literature, vernacular theology, and popular
devotion. The volume paints the field in broad strokes and sections include
Biography and Circumstances of Daily Life; Chaucer in the European Frame;
Philosophy and Science in the Universities; Christian Doctrine and Religious
Heterodoxy; and the Chaucerian Afterlife. Taken as a whole, The Oxford
Handbook of Chaucer offers a snapshot of the current state of the field, and a
bold suggestion of the trajectories along which Chaucer studies are likely to
develop in the future.
This volume addresses a far-reaching aspects of Petrarch research and
interpretation: the essential interplay between Petrarch’s texts and their material
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preparation and reception. To read and interpret Petrarch we must come to grips
with the fundamentals of Petrarchan philology.
PetrarchIndiana University Press
The 'Canzoniere', a sequence of sonnets and other verse forms, were written
over a period of about 40 years. They describe Petrarch's intense love for Laura,
whom he first met in Avignon in 1327, and her effect on him after she died in
1348. The collection is an examination of the poet's growing spiritual crisis, and
also explores important contemporary issues such as the role of the papacy and
religion.
"Petrarch's Canzoniere is a body of 366 poems, mostly sonnets but including
forms such as madrigals and canzoni. These wonderful poems marked the
intellectual and cultural divide between the Middle Ages and the Italian
Renaissance. Cook's translation, a splendid poetic work in its own right,
""elegantly combining grace and accuracy... ranks among the best."" (K.V.
Gouwens, UC-Santa Barbara). The translation, says Konrad Eisenbichler,
""captures the moods, tones, and variety of Petrarch's own verse. A truly
remarkable feat."" Cook addresses the deceptive simplicity of Petrarch's
vocabulary, the work's cultural context rendered here as broadly modern rather
than facilely archaic, and the elegance of his poetic diction. The Italian text (ed.
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Gianfranco Contini) is printed on facing pages."
Francesco Petrarca (1304-74) has been described as the 'first modern man of
letters' and his influence on the European lyric tradition has been widespread.
The poems of his Canzoniere, closely associated as they are with the enigmatic
figure of Laura, were soon to become the models for love-poetry in nearly all
major European literatures in the Renaissance. The new translations here use
the same rhyme schemes and broadly the same metres as those used by
Petrarch himself. The facing English texts are thus not intended to be absolutely
literal, but to reflect the inner meanings and moods of the originals, with some
further literal translations of difficult passages added in the notes. The notes to
the poems also cover their likely dates, mythological allusions, certain
background settings, and a number of other calendrical and structural features
which appear to emerge from the actual sequencing of the collection itself. There
is also a section on old Italian syntax. and other linguistic aids. The new
translation of Petrarch's Rerum Vulgarian Fragmenta is in two separate volumes.
Ineffable sweetness, bold, uncanny sweetness that came to my eyes from her
lovely face; from that day on I'd willingly have closed them, never to gaze again
at lesser beauties. --from Sonnet 116 Petrarch was born in Tuscany and grew up
in the south of France. He lived his life in the service of the church, traveled
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widely, and during his lifetime was a revered, model man of letters. Petrarch's
greatest gift to posterity was his Rime in vita e morta di Madonna Laura, the cycle
of poems popularly known as his songbook. By turns full of wit, languor, and
fawning, endlessly inventive, in a tightly composed yet ornate form they record
their speaker's unrequited obsession with the woman named Laura. In the
centuries after it was designed, the "Petrarchan sonnet," as it would be known,
inspired the greatest love poets of the English language--from the times of
Spenser and Shakespeare to our own. David Young's fresh, idiomatic version of
Petrarch's poetry is the most readable and approachable that we have. In his
skillful hands, Petrarch almost sounds like a poet out of our own tradition bringing
the wheel of influence full circle.
In this book Bruce McNair examines the poetry, literary commentaries,
philosophical writings and university lectures of this fifteenth-century
Renaissance scholar, showing how his famous allegorical interpretations of
Dante and Virgil developed.
Containing almost 600 entries, this impressive 2-volume reference presents detailed and
authoritative treatment of the field of Italian literature, with attention both to the work and
influence of individual writers of all genres and to movements, styles, and critical approaches.
Taking as his starting point the collapse of the medieval world, Gillespie argues that from the
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very beginning moderns sought not to eliminate religion but to support a new view of religion
and its place in human life- and that they did so not out of hostility but in order to sustain
certain religious beliefs. He goes on to explore the ideas of such figures as William of Ockham,
Petrarch, Erasmus, Luther, Descartes, and Hobbes, showing that modernity is best understood
as the result of a series of attempts to formulate a new and coherent metaphysics or theology.
This book offers a study of comparison and identification with exemplary figures in literary
tradition, ranging widely across the whole European canon up until the late thirteenth and early
fourteenth centuries, and therefore providing a comprehensive treatment of the subject. The
author begins with Classical authors - Homer, Virgil, Latin poets from Catullus to Ovid - and
with late and medieval Latin poets; she then moves on to deal with the troubadour lyric
(including Italian and Catalan poets who wrote in Provençal /Occitan), the trouvère lyric, the
German lyric,and the Sicilian and Italian lyric, up to and including Petrarch. Representative
examples of comparison or identification with an exemplar are given in the original language,
followed by a translation and a textual and literary commentary.
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume reference book containing some
600 entries on all aspects of Italian literary culture. It includes analytical essays on authors and
works, from the most important figures of Italian literature to little known authors and works that
are influential to the field. The Encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial articles on critics,
themes, genres, schools, historical surveys, and other topics related to the overall subject of
Italian literary studies. The Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of contemporary
interest, such as those relating to journalism, film, media, children's literature, food and
vernacular literatures. Entries consist of an essay on the topic and a bibliographic portion
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listing works for further reading, and, in the case of entries on individuals, a brief biographical
paragraph and list of works by the person. It will be useful to people without specialized
knowledge of Italian literature as well as to scholars.
Human bodies have been represented and defined in various ways across different cultures
and historical periods. As an object of interpretation and site of social interaction, the body has
throughout history attracted more attention than perhaps any other element of human
experience. The essays in this volume explore the manifestations of the body in Italian society
from the fourteenth through the seventeenth centuries. Adopting a variety of interdisciplinary
approaches, these fresh and thought-provoking essays offer original perspectives on
corporeality as understood in the early modern literature, art, architecture, science, and politics
of Italy. An impressively diverse group of contributors comment on a broad range and variety of
conceptualizations of the body, creating a rich dialogue among scholars of early modern Italy.
Contributors: Albert R. Ascoli, University of California, Berkeley; Douglas Biow, The University
of Texas at Austin; Margaret Brose, University of California, Santa Cruz; Anthony Colantuono,
University of Maryland, College Park; Elizabeth Horodowich, New Mexico State University;
Sergius Kodera, New Design University, St. Pölten, Austria; Jeanette Kohl, University of
California, Riverside; D. Medina Lasansky, Cornell University; Luca Marcozzi, Roma Tre
University; Ronald L. Martinez, Brown University; Katharine Park, Harvard University; Sandra
Schmidt, Free University of Berlin; Bette Talvacchia, University of Connecticut
The Canzoniere of Petrarch (1304-74) is among Europe's most famous and influential books of
lyrics. The focus of this large collection (7,500 lines) is Petrarch's lifelong love for the
mysterious Laura, but the themes he treats are many and various. Often regarded as the first
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modern man to emerge from a mediaeval world, Petrarch remains modern in his perplexities,
uncertainties, the hesitancies and diffidence he reveals, paradoxically, with assured artistry.
J.G.Nichols brings out the obsessive passion, but also his wit and serious humour: The
saying's all too true: we lose our hair but not our habits; and our failing sense does not make
mortal feelings less intense. The shade our bodies cast is guilty here. from 'Poem 122' This is
a rare event - a new verse translation of the whole of the Canzoniere, with notes on the page
which illuminate difficulties and suggest the many connections between the poems. They are
not randomly collected; they constitute a complex whole which continues to disclose new
aspects as we look from different angles. Even those poems which have long been famous in
the English of Wyatt and Surrey gain when read in context.
"Building on recent Petrarch scholarship and broader studies of medieval poetics, poetic
narrativity and biblical intertextuality, this study argues that Petrarch's Rerum vulgarium
fragmenta is an ordered and coherent work unified by narrative and theological structures. The
author begins with the premise that the multiple voices of the Petrarchan figure (or subject) call
for a reading informed by historical and autobiographical considerations. Within such a
reading, the internal chronology of the work coincides with a temporal framework provided by
Petrarch's Latin prose and poetry. Drawing on this material, he argues that Petrarch's
derivations from early poets in the Italian vernacular, his Augustineanism and his humanism
are manifest in the Fragmenta and contribute to its narrative and theological unity."-First published in 2006, Key Figures in Medieval Europe, brings together in one volume the
most important people who lived in medieval Europe between 500 and 1500. Gathered from
the biographical entries from the series, Routledge Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages, these APage 11/19
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Z biographical entries discuss the lives of over 575 individuals who have had a historical
impact in such areas as politics, religion, and the arts. It includes individuals from places such
as medieval England, France, Germany, Iberia, Italy, and Scandinavia, as well as those from
the Jewish and Islamic worlds. In one convenient volume, students, scholars, and interested
readers will find the biographies of the people whose actions, beliefs, creations, and writings
shaped the Middle Ages, one of the most fascinating periods of world history.
Francesco Petrarca (1304-1374), one of the greatest of Italian poets, was also the leading
spirit in the Renaissance movement to revive ancient Roman language and literature. Just as
Petrarch's Latin epic Africa imitated Virgil and his compendium On Illustrious Men was inspired
by Livy, so Petrarch's four Invectives were intended to revive the eloquence of the great
Roman orator Cicero. The Invectives are directed against the cultural idols of the Middle
Ages--against scholastic philosophy and medicine and the dominance of French culture in
general. They defend the value of literary culture against obscurantism and provide a clear
statement of the values of Renaissance humanism. This volume provides a new critical edition
of the Latin text based on the two autograph copies, and the first English translation of three of
the four invectives. Table of Contents: Introduction Invectives against a Physician Invective
against a Man of High Rank with No Knowledge or Virtue On His Own Ignorance and That of
Many Others Invective against a Detractor of Italy Note on the Texts and Translations Notes to
the Text Notes to the Translation Bibliography Index
Petrarch was the leading spirit in the Renaissance movement to revive literary Latin, the
language of the Roman Empire, and Greco-Roman culture in general. My Secret Book reveals
a remarkable self-awareness as he probes and evaluates the springs of his own morally
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dubious addictions to fame and love.
Although Francesco Petrarca (1304–74) is best known today for cementing the sonnet’s place
in literary history, he was also a philosopher, historian, orator, and one of the foremost
classical scholars of his age. Petrarch: A Critical Guide to the Complete Works is the only
comprehensive, single-volume source to which anyone—scholar, student, or general
reader—can turn for information on each of Petrarch’s works, its place in the poet’s oeuvre,
and a critical exposition of its defining features. A sophisticated but accessible handbook that
illuminates Petrarch’s love of classical culture, his devout Christianity, his public celebrity, and
his struggle for inner peace, this encyclopedic volume covers both Petrarch’s Italian and Latin
writings and the various genres in which he excelled: poem, tract, dialogue, oration, and letter.
A biographical introduction and chronology anchor the book, making Petrarch an invaluable
resource for specialists in Italian, comparative literature, history, classics, religious studies, the
Middle Ages, and the Renaissance.
As the Ottoman Empire advanced westward from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries,
humanists responded on a grand scale, leaving behind a large body of fascinating yet
understudied works. These compositions included Crusade orations and histories;
ethnographic, historical, and religious studies of the Turks; epic poetry; and even tracts on
converting the Turks to Christianity. Most scholars have seen this vast literature as atypical of
Renaissance humanism. Nancy Bisaha now offers an in-depth look at the body of
Renaissance humanist works that focus not on classical or contemporary Italian subjects but
on the Ottoman Empire, Islam, and the Crusades. Throughout, Bisaha probes these texts to
reveal the significant role Renaissance writers played in shaping Western views of self and
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other. Medieval concepts of Islam were generally informed and constrained by religious
attitudes and rhetoric in which Muslims were depicted as enemies of the faith. While humanist
thinkers of the Renaissance did not move entirely beyond this stance, Creating East and West
argues that their understanding was considerably more complex, in that it addressed secular
and cultural issues, marking a watershed between the medieval and modern. Taking a close
look at a number of texts, Bisaha expands current notions of Renaissance humanism and of
the history of cross-cultural perceptions. Engaging both traditional methods of intellectual
history and more recent methods of cross-cultural studies, she demonstrates that modern
attitudes of Western societies toward other cultures emerged not during the later period of
expansion and domination but rather as a defensive intellectual reaction to a sophisticated and
threatening power to the East.
"In this bold, highly original book, Mauro Calcagno ventures into areas where no other scholar
has tread. He explores the Petrarchian view of the self over a century-long arc from the early
madrigal to the beginnings of opera, with Monteverdi's masterpieces taking center stage. A
brilliant tour de force, "From Madrigal to Opera" proffers a remarkable new way to look at
music, performance, and reception that rings true not only for the early modern period but also
for our own age. A must read for scholars, performers, and lovers of early music."--Jane A.
Bernstein, author of "Print Culture and Music in Sixteenth-Century Venice" "The minirenaissance of early modern music studies continues apace, and Mauro Calcagno's "From
Madrigal to Opera" is its latest, particularly impressive installment. Drawing on methodological
impulses from a variety of sources--linguistics, phenomenology, narratology, and, above all,
performance studies--Calcagno pays close attention to the interplay of the abstract text and
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live performance in both early opera and late madrigal. Common strategies, rooted in
Petrarch's poetic practice, indeed united the two genres. This book will shape the discussion of
early modern vocal music in the coming years."--Karol Berger is the author of "Bach's Cycle,
Mozart's Arrow: An Essay on the Origins of Musical Modernity." "In this pathbreaking study,
Calcagno offers a new and dynamic interpretation of the relationship between Monteverdi's
madrigals and operas based on perceptions of subjectivity expressed in Renaissance
literature--the poetry of Petrarch in particular. Calcagno interprets Monteverdi's work as
realizing a Petrarchan notion of the dialogical self, a concept that extends well beyond the
early modern period to illuminate and enrich our own experience of virtually any vocal work in
performance. This book should be required reading not only for those interested in music and
text of the Early Modern period, but for anyone involved in performance studies."--Ellen
Rosand, author of "Monteverdi's Last Operas: A Venetian Trilogy."
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of Islamic studies find
reliable sources of information by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in
whatever form or format they appear from books, chapters, and journal articles to online
archives, electronic data sets, and blogs. Written by a leading international authority on the
subject, the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations
about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited
sources are interrelated related. This ebook is a static version of an article from Oxford
Bibliographies Online: Renaissance and Reformation, a dynamic, continuously updated, online
resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and other materials
relevant to the study of European history and culture between the 14th and 17th centuries.
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Oxford Bibliographies Online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and
humanities, for more information visit www.oxfordbibliographies.com.
One of the most important authors of the Middle Ages, Petrarch occupies a complex position:
historically, he is a medieval author, but, philosophically, he heralds humanism and the
Renaissance. Teachers of Petrarch's Canzoniere and his formative influence on the canon of
Western European poetry face particular challenges. Petrarch's poetic style brings together the
classical tradition, Christianity, an exalted sense of poetic vocation, and an obsessive love for
Laura during her life and after her death in ways that can seem at once very strange
and--because of his style's immense influence--very familiar to students. This volume aims to
meet the varied needs of instructors, whether they teach Petrarch in Italian or in translation, in
surveys or in specialized courses, by providing a wealth of pedagogical approaches to
Petrarch and his legacy. Part 1, "Materials," reviews the extensive bibliography on Petrarch
and Petrarchism, covering editions and translations of the Canzoniere secondary works, and
music and other audiovisual and electronic resources. Part 2, "Approaches," opens with
essays on teaching the Canzoniere and continues with essays on teaching the Petrarchan
tradition. Some contributors use the design and structure of the Canzoniere as entryways into
the work; others approach it through discussion of Petrarch's literary influences and subject
matter or through the context of medieval Christianity and culture. The essays on Petrarchism
map the poet's influence on the Italian lyric tradition as well as on other national literatures,
including Spanish, French, English, and Russian.
An account of the life and works of Petrarch, scholar and poet, and his influence on European
literature and culture.
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The metaphor of marriage often describes the relationship between poetry and music in
both medieval and modern writing. While the troubadours stand out for their tendency
to blur the distinction between speaking and singing, between poetry and song, a
certain degree of semantic slippage extends into the realm of Italian literature through
the use of genre names like canzone, sonetto, and ballata. Yet, paradoxically, scholars
have traditionally identified a 'divorce' between music and poetry as the defining feature
of early Italian lyric. Senza Vestimenta reintegrates poetic and musical traditions in late
medieval Italy through a fresh evaluation of more than fifty literary sources transmitting
Trecento song texts. These manuscripts have been long noted by musicologists, but
until now they have been used to bolster rather than to debunk the notion that so-called
'poesia per musica' was relegated to the margins of poetic production. Jennings revises
this view by exploring how scribes and readers interacted with song as a fundamentally
interdisciplinary art form within a broad range of literary settings. Her study sheds light
on the broader cultural world surrounding the reception of the Italian ars nova repertoire
by uncovering new, diverse readers ranging from wealthy merchants to modest
artisans.
Durling's edition of Petrarch's poems has become the standard. Readers have praised
the translation of the authoritative text as graceful and accurate, conveying a real
understanding of what this difficult poet is saying. The literalness of the prose
translation makes this book especially useful to students who lack a full command of
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Italian.
In Italian Readers of Ovid from the Origins to Petrarch, Julie Van Peteghem examines
Ovid’s influence on Italian poetry from its beginnings, through Dante, to Petrarch,
situating it within the history of reading Ovid in medieval and early modern Italy.
First full study of Chaucer's readings and translations of Petrarch suggests a far greater
influence than has hitherto been accepted.
Franceso Petrarch (1304-1374), creator of the sonnet form, remained for more than
three hundred years the most influential poet in Europe, his works more widely read
than even those of Dante. This collection contains English language versions of his
poems from across six centuries, in a wide variety of translations and reinterpretations.
Spanning the Trionfi series and the Canzoniere - Petrarch's empassioned sonnetsequence concerning his beloved Laura - it also includes great English poems
influenced by Petrarch. From Chaucer's early adaptation of a Petrarchan sonnet in
Troilus and Criseyde to the sixteenth century translations by the Earl of Surrey, Byron's
mocking consideration of the Canzoniere in Don Juan and Ezra Pound's parody Silet,
all provide a unique insight into the significance of the founder of the European lyric
tradition.
A trilogy of dialogues in Latin written by Petrarch sometime from 1347 to 1353, in which
he examines his faith with the help of Saint Augustine, and "in the presence of The
Lady Truth".
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From emperors and queens to artists and world travelers, from popes and scholars to
saints and heretics, Key Figures in Medieval Europe brings together in one volume the
most important people who lived in medieval Europe between 500 and 1500. Gathered
from the biographical entries from the on-going series, the Routledge Encyclopedias of
the Middle Ages, these A-Z biographical entries discuss the lives of over 575 individuals
who have had a historical impact in such areas as politics, religion, or the arts.
Individuals from places such as medieval England, France, Germany, Iberia, Italy, and
Scandinavia are included as well as those from the Jewish and Islamic worlds. A
thematic outline is included that lists people not only by categories, but also by regions.
For a full list of entries, contributors, and more, visit the Routledge Encyclopedias of the
Middle Ages website.
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